THIS PHOTO WAS SHOT
OF JAY IN 2013 BY HANS
MOLENKAMP DURING ONE OF
MANY PHOTO SESSIONS THAT

BY DAVID HACKETT 2002

HANS HAD AN OPPORTUNTY
THE

JAY ADAMS’ CONTRIBUTION TO SKATEBOARDING DEFIES DESCRIPTION OR CATEGORY. JAY

LEGENDARY AND ORIGINAL

ADAMS IS CLEARLY THE ARCHETYPE OF MODERN-DAY SKATEBOARDING. HE’S THE REAL

SEED OF SURF/SKATE STYLE.

DEAL, THE ORIGINAL SEED, AND THE VIRUS THAT INFECTED ALL OF US. HE IS BEYOND

TO

SHOOT

WITH

COMPARISON. TO THIS DAY HE IS MORE VITAL, MORE DYNAMIC, MORE EXCITING, MORE
UNPREDICTABLE, AND MORE SPONTANEOUS IN HIS APPROACH THAN ANY OTHER SKATER
DEAD OR ALIVE.
HE NEVER SKATES THE SAME RUN THE SAME WAY TWICE. HIS DEAL IS WICKEDLY
RANDOM, YET TIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL TO WATCH- HE EVEN INVENTS NEW TRICKS DURING
HIS RUNS. HE DESTROYS ALL CONVENTION AND ALL EXPECTATIONS. WATCHING HIM
SKATE IS SOMETHING NEW EVERY SECOND: HE IS “SKATE AND DESTROY” PERSONIFIED. I
THINK THE WORD “RADICAL” WAS FIRST USED IN SKATEBOARDING TO DESCRIBE JAY.
ADAMS’ SKATEBOARDING IS AGGRESSION, STYLE, POWER AND FURY. WILD ABANDON,
IN 2001, I SAW A PREVIEW COPY OF THE DOGTOWN DOCUMENTARY AND REALIZED THAT I HAD MADE A HUGE
OMISSION IN MY SKATEBOARD CAREER BY NOT KNOWING JAY ADAMS OR EVEN THAT MUCH ABOUT HIM. I

AND DESTRUCTION OF ALL FEAR, UNTAMED INDIVIDUALISM, AND A FREE-SPIRITED
DETERMINATION TO RIP, TEAR AND SHRED - FOREVER A 100% SKATER FOR LIFE.

RAN INTO DAVID HACKETT AT A LA COSTA EVENT AND IT TURNED OUT WE HAD A LOT IN COMMON, BESIDES

THOSE ARE SOME PRETTY BIG STATEMENTS MADE ABOUT A GUY WHO ALMOST 30 YEARS

JUST SKATEBOARDING. THE HACKMAN INTRODUCED ME TO JAY AND I GOT THE OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE

AGO WAS SPAT UPON BY SOCIETY, FROWNED UPON BY TEACHERS AND PARENTS, AND

SHOES FOR JAY. OSIRIS MADE THIS BOOK IN 2002 AND A FEW SHIPPED WITH THE INTRODUCTORY SHIPMENT

DISRESPECTED BY ALL CONVENTIONAL SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS AND PARTICIPANTS FOR

OF SHOES. WITH JAY’S TRAGIC PASSING IN 2014, WE KNEW THAT THIS BOOK NEEDED TO BE REMADE, IN

MERELY FOLLOWING HIS HEART AND CHASING HIS PASSION WITH AN ENERGY THAT HAS

SPITE OF FILES AND ORIGINALS LOST TO TIME. SOME THINGS IMPROVED, SOME NOT BUT READING

NEVER BEEN DUPLICATED.

JAY’S WORDS AND PERSONAL REFLECTIONS SEEM MORE VALUABLE NOW THAN EVER. TONY MAG 2014.
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THE BOOK YOU ARE HOLDING IN YOUR HAND IS BOTH A
RETROSPECTIVE AND A FRESH LOOK AT THE MAN, THE
MYTH, THE LEGEND, THAT IS JAY ADAMS.
I have personally known Jay for most of the past 30 years as a friend, cohort, skate bro, surf bro, travel
partner, and teammate. I have seen the many sides of Jay first hand, and all of them are CLASSIC! From
skating the banks at Revere and Kenter, to riding pools in Beverly Hills. From competing in early contests to
appearing at big demos and skatepark “Pro days”. We even lived in a castle in Coventry, England while riding
for Tracnology / Arrow for a while before getting booted out of the country (for inappropriate behavior in
public) to relocating in San Diego, where we lived with World champion slalom racer and hard party playboy,
the late Bobby “BP” Piercy. We even got to judge the first Chicago state amateur skateboard championships
in 1979 and Japan’s Lotte Cup World Professional Championships in 1990. (I could tell you those story’s, but
that’s another book). No doubt, Jay and I have been through a lot together. The cool thing about Jay though
is even if you only just met him and spent only 10 minutes with him, most likely, you too will walk away with a
“Jay Story”.
I think everyone who knows Jay has a hilarious Jay Adams story, because he does life just like he skatesalways trying some new approach, something different. I even think the word “Radical” was first used in
skateboarding to describe Jay. All in all, he has an almost child-like innocence about him that is honest,
(sometimes to a fault) trustworthy, open, and without judgment. I would even go as far to say that Jay is
without fear as well; but recently on a visit to see him in Hawaii, once again, he showed a side of himself that
I had never seen before. There he was, skateboard icon, underground legend, convicted felon, all tattooed-up
tough guy, sitting there telling me and Tony Mag that he was NOT “going up in that plane and jumping out”.
We were about to go skydiving for the first time above Hawaii’s North Shore, and Jay was going to have no
part of it. We tried and tried to convince him with no luck. He said “it just ain’t right to jump out of a perfectly
good plane at 14,000 feet”. Ten minutes later after a little talk with the instructor (who was also a friend of
Jay’s) he was strapping on a harness and ready to go experience freedom like never before.
Beyond Jays’ legend and psycho-tough guy felon appearance there is a very, very intelligent, introspective
and articulate human being with an ability to express his knowledge of skateboardings’ deep roots, and what
it’s meaning is to him and to the world on a global level.
SKY HIGH ON THE NORTH SHORE, HAWAII 2002

The following excerpts are bits and pieces of previously published and some original writings, rants, and
raves penned by a guy who never made it past 10th grade.

HACKETT 2002
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WORDS BY JAY ADAMS
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JAY ENJOYING TIME IN FRONT OF THE BARS INST

TEAM PAIN

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

ARCHIE’S FRIEND
ARCHIE’S HOUSE
1998
“TEAM W/ JESSE MARTINEZ”

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

UNKNOWN
PRISON
1999
“I’M FROM L.A. FOREVER”

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

CRAIG
SANTA CRUZ
1990
“HAWAIIAN SURF HERO”

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

CRAIG
SANTA CRUZ
90’S
“FOR MY SON NAMED SEVEN”

L.A.

DUKE

SEVEN

CHARLIE

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

MARK
ALOHA TATTOO
1999
“CRAZY WHITE GUY THING”

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

BIG BOB
VENICE TATTOO SHOP
1998
“MEANS NOTHING”

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

RICK CLAYTON
WEST LA
1990
“CALIFORNIA SURF NAZI GUY”

ZIPPER HEAD

DORA

BITCH

WHO UNKNOWN
WHERE UNKNOWN
WHEN UNKNOWN
WHY “WHAT DO YOU MEAN YOU WON’T GO
		 HOME WITH ME? I JUST BOUGHT YOU
		 A BEER! BITCH”

SUICIDAL TENDENCIES

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

SAL
SAL’S HOUSE
1995
“MEANS WHAT IT SAYS”

THRASHER

WHO SAL
WHERE SAL’S HOUSE
WHEN 1995
WHY “I’M A SKATER FOR LIFE AND I’M NOT
		 ASHAMED TO LET PEOPLE KNOW IT”

MANIAC

WHO FREDDY SMITH
WHERE UNKNOWN
WHEN EARLY 80’S
WHY “TO COVER UP “MENTAL” TAT DONE
		 IN HAWAII WHILE I WAS DRUNK

CRIMINAL

WHO MARK
WHERE ALOHA TATTOO
WHEN 1995
WHY “AT THE TIME, I WAS
		 DOING CRIMINAL”

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

MOM

MARK
ALOHA TATTOO
1998
“I LOVE MY MOM”

VENICE HOODLUMS

WHO MARK
WHERE ALOHA TATTOO
WHEN 1992
WHY “I HAVEN’T FORGOTTEN WHO I AM
		 OR WHERE I’M FROM”

ANARCHY SYMBOL

WHO CRAIG
WHERE SANTA CRUZ
WHEN 80’S
WHY “MEANS I’M A PUNK
		 ROCK SKATER FOR LIFE”

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

SHARK

UNKNOWN BALINESE DUDE
BALI
1981
“TO FILL SPACE”

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

SKULL

BABY RAY
UNKNOWN
1995
“I LET HIM DO WHAT HE WANTED”

100 PERCENT

WHO SAL
WHERE SAL’S HOUSE
WHEN 1990
WHY “SAYS WHAT IT MEANS, AND
		 MEANS WHAT IT SAYS”

WHO
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

WARRIOR ANGEL

BIKE BOB
VENICE TATTOO SHOP
EARLY 80’S
“I’M A WARRIOR FOR CHRIST”

SKULL HELMET

WHO RICK CLAYTON
WHERE HOLLYWOOD TATTOO
WHEN 1995
WHY “MEANS I’M A SKATE NAZI FOR
		 SHOCK VALUE, MEANS FUCK
		 YOU IF YOU DON’T LIKE IT
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KENT SHERWODD

I’m not sure who the first skateboarders were or exactly where they were from but I’m pretty sure they
were surfers from Southern California. But, I wonder who the guy was that took a pair of roller skates apart,
nailed them to a piece of wood and was the first to skateboard down the street. Did he call it a skateboard or
sidewalk surfboard? I wonder if that first skater thought about the seed he planted, how big it would grow…
As for myself, I was surfing and skating mostly cuz that’s what I’ve done my whole life. I started both at the
same time. I was 4 years old. My stepfather Kent Sherwood was from Hawaii. He grew up in Waikiki in the
50’s. He was one of the only haole beach boys at that time. He grew up in Hawaii and learned to surf with
guys like Donald Takayama and Harold Iggy. Anyway he moved to California and met my mom. We lived in
Venice, this was 1965. My stepfather owned a surfboard rental stand underneath Pacific Ocean Park pier
right where Venice and Santa Monica connect. POP had excellent surf on both sides of the pier and it was also
one of the most localized surf spots on this planet.

All the guys who skated were surfers. Now this was Venice Beach, we had a beach to surf. And as early back
as I can remember Hobie and Makaha had skateboard teams. Although they didn’t have a pro division they did
demos, contests and appeared in movies. One of my earliest memories of skateboarding is the movie Skater
Dater featuring the Hobie Team. Most of the Hobie guys were surfers from Santa Monica, Malibu, Pacific
Palisades and they were the first to ride in empty swimming pools.
10

KENT SHERWODD

Ever since the first time I was introduced to skating, it’s been a savior to me. Well, to be honest, I can’t
remember the first time I ever saw or rode one. It was over 32 years ago. You’re probably thinking, “Yeah
right, 32 years ago skateboarding wasn’t even invented yet. “But they were, and thank God for me, the
surfer guys who used to baby-sit me had their sidewalk surfboards to ride when they weren’t in the water. My
stepdad glassed surfboards for Dave Sweet. I was a little kid being brought up around surfers at the shop.
Surfers at that time had skateboards and skating was part of surfing, when the waves were flat surfers
skated. Kent used to take me to Pali High School to skate the parking lot.

EARLY 3 STAIR
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All the guys who skated were surfers. Now this was Venice Beach, we had a beach to surf. And
as early back as I can remember Hobie and Makaha had skateboard teams. Although they didn’t
have a pro division they did demos, contests and appeared in movies. One of my earliest memories
of skateboarding is the movie Skater Dater featuring the Hobie Team. Most of the Hobie guys were
surfers from Santa Monica, Malibu, Pacific Palisades and they were the first to ride in empty swimming

KENT SHERWODD

GLEN E. FRIEDMAN

pools.

DIG THE SHOES, REVERE 1969

“Every skateboarder today should take a lesson in style from Jay Adams. Watch some
old footage of him and you will see what skateboarding is supposed to look like”
Kris Markovich — PROFESSIONAL SKATEBOARDER
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When I went to elementary school there were stoners, lowriders, jocks, surfers and the brothers. Most
people stayed in their own group. But by the time I got to high school, skaters had their own little group of
guys. Skaters have always been mixed up, but at first it was mostly white surfer guys. Later on everybody
got involved. I thought of myself as a surfer who skated. But, later on, after I started getting paid and
getting to travel around the world just to ride skateboards, I changed my mind and knew I was a skater
who surfed. Surfers seemed so lame with their long blond hair and stuck up attitudes. They also had this
real goodie-goodie image. Skaters were rebels, full on thrashers. Just getting crazy everywhere we went.
What I’m getting at was the attitude of the surfers in L.A. at the time. Surfing wasn’t like it is today. Your
life was in danger at every spot you tried to surf at that you weren’t a local. Surfers were punk before punk

skate parks we skated schools, then pools. Pool riding consisted of first finding an empty or semi empty
pool, then dealing with home owners and cops. Worst of all, too many skaters guaranteed an end to any

C.R. STECYK III

rock. That attitude influenced the Dogtown movement and we carried it over into skateboarding. Before

pool, so localism began in skateboarding.
STRAIGHT OUT — THE FIRST HANDPLANT EVER IN SKATEBOARDER MAGAZINE, FRUIT BOWL SESSIONS 1975
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“He was ahead of his time and his style is still unmatched”
Tony Hawk — PROFESSIONAL SKATEBOARDER
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CRAIG FINEMAN
CRAIG FINEMAN
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Those surfer guys that used to babysit me had a group called Southside
Surfers, they hung out at P.O.P. Pier. Kent owned a beach rental place
under the pier on the north side facing Santa Monica. He rented mats,
surfboards, chairs, and any kind of beach stuff. Anyway these guys
were crazy. They ruled P.O.P. Pier, if you weren’t from there you DID
NOT surf there. No talking, straight out punch-outs (Go Home). As a
kid they used to have us go on the pier and throw rocks, bottles, or
whatever at anybody they didn’t know. The Cove on the south side
of the pier had a really good right. I remember watching Mickey Dora
surfing there with a rope tied to the front of his board. A guy named
Craig Pralcon told me I’d die if I tried to surf there without one. He
said you could only buy one from Santa Cruz. I was thinking, “No way,
I’m gonna go out there anyway.” I learned to surf at P.O.P. We would
explore underneath the whole pier. The place was huge. You could
get lost under there; you had to have a flashlight to go way back.
Winos, homos, drug addicts all hung out under there. We’d bomb ‘em
with rocks, just full on little wars. Sometimes we’d catch fags faggin’
off. “Bomb ‘em with rocks, bottles, sticks…” whatever we could find.
They would chase us all the way to the beach. If it got out of hand I’d
go get my older brother and he would beat ‘em down. Growing up at
P.O.P. as a kid was a lot of fun. I played on the beach all day all summer
long. The guards from the amusement park used to let me in for free.
I remember most of the rides. But the best part about P.O.P. for me
was the surf.
17

STAN SHARP
C.R. STECYK III

STRAIGHT ARM LIP LAUNCH, FRUIT BOWL SESSIONS 1975

“Jay unknowingly brought the punk attitude to skateboarding in the 70s
and we are still being influenced by him 25 years later”
J.Grant Brittain — PHOTO EDITOR, THE SKATEBOARD MAG
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“At a closer look, Jay Adams was much more than Tony Alva’s sidekick or protégé. He
was always in new positions in photographs – whether they were made, or just raw
explosions, only the ones there would know. To the outside viewer, he broke down all
the barriers to what was possible. Wheels over the lip with no hands, rail of the board
touching the coping, so low his hand could be on the wall. Hitting the lip so hard, he
would fly out grabbing his board with his hand in the pool. How did he get there?
Where was he going? He was so progressive all these years, and ahead of what these
maneuvers would become. Jay was the most natural, his peers say. To others, he was
the one who opened the window to what was possible..”
Lance Mountain — PROFESSIONAL SKATEBOARDER, ARTIST
19

GARY OWENS

Now, I consider Alva and myself, second generation skaters; Hobie guys being the first. The difference
between us: an era of surfers. In the early 70’s, surfing began to get more radical. Larry Bertleman,
Buttons and Mike Ho were the hot new kids ruling the surfing world and we copied their surfing styles.
Then came the big contest at Del Mar - the Bahne Cadillac. Most skateboarders at that time rode
skateboards like people rode longboard surfboards. That was the difference between us and them; we
skated like the new young Hawaiian surfers. We put our hands on the ground, did slides, bunny-hopped
over things and did what I believe were the first airs in skateboarding, besides jumping off curbs and
tables. The judges didn’t know what to think. The way people rode skateboards changed that day more
than any other day in skate history.
We then took our style and adapted it to pool riding. Skateparks started popping up and conflicts arose
about whose style was better. After skateparks entered the scene, guys like Steve Alba appeared. He
to me is one of the first new school skaters. New school being guys who never surfed; skated to skate.
Old school is surfers who skated. Then skateboarding got a pro division and pretty soon egos went
haywire. Everybody wanted to be the best. Then big companies got involved and tried to control the way
skateboarders looked and rode.
Skateboarding no longer looked towards surfing as an influence. The new tricks invented had nothing to
do with surfing. After skateparks died, ramps became popular and if it weren’t for some of the guys who
grew up skating parks, surf style might have been completely forgotten. Pool riding went back to the
backyards and kept a strong underground following and street skating became popular.

“Every skater is influenced by Jay Adams in some way.”
Neil Blender — PROFESSIONAL SKATEBOARDER, ARTIST, INNOVATOR
20
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GLEN E. FRIEDMAN

“By far one of the ruling-est skaters of all time. Originality,
attitude, and style for miles. Jay has it all”
Dave Swift — EDITOR, THE SKATEBOARD MAG
22

GNARLY SLASH GRIND, KRYPTO POOL 1976
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During the skatepark days skating got pretty soft for awhile. You know some of the people into it were into it
for the money only. Trying to make us all clean cut little American dream teams, like some lame ass baseball
team or something, with matching little team uniforms and stuff. But the real skaters wanted nothing to do
with their lame little plan for our sport. Skating was never a team sport for me. It was something me and my
friends got together and had fun doing, not being told how to do it. That’s what ruined it for me, you know, go
to the park, check in, put on safety equipment, deal with the people in charge of how you’re supposed to ride,
and last but not least obey all the rules. “Lame.” No more driving down the alleys standing on the top of the
car looking over every fence to find another killer pool to get crazy in.

We Dogtowners were hated probably more than any other group of guys at the time. We’d all go to some park
out of town and try to take over. People would follow you around all day trying to out do you. Everybody wanted
to be the best. Skatopia had some really gay rules. Like you couldn’t get out of control or radical, as they put
it. I think that was my favorite rule to break. Now that I look back on it, there is no way I could act like we did
back then. We were 100% out of control in everything we did; skating, partying or driving down the freeway.

24

BRIAN REID

Don’t get me wrong. Parks had their special moments and they definitely had some of the best terrain ever
made for skating. But for me and most of the people I skated with at the time, we had a hard time being told
what to do, or how to do it. I think I got kicked out of every park I ever went to. Reseda’s owner, Lou Peralta,
must have hated me. I mean every time I ever went over there I got kicked out. Now I’m older and I realize the
rules were meant to protect everybody. But when I was 16, no way. I thought every rule was made to make
life harder. I hated wearing gloves and especially wrist guards. And at a lot of parks it was mandatory skate
wear. There were always kids yelling “Next!” We were like, “Yeah, right kook, fuck off.” Everybody got snaked.
And we were the kings of skating. I remember Marina Dog Bowl. 20 guys and one little hole to drop through.
Alva would go 10 times more than the other guys. And people would get pissed. TA got his eye socked really
bad by some guy at Reseda. I think that guy got mobbed after that first punch. But Tony’s eye was ruined.
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STAN SHARP

STAN SHARP

“Jay Adams blew everyone away creatively. His DNA must have been
arranged so that it was impossible for him to do the same thing twice”
Wynn Miller — LEGENDARY DOGTOWN PHOTOGRAPHER
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I remember being in Mexico City. Some park flew us down there to open it up for them. The owners must
have been down with the police because that’s who we scored our weed from. This guy takes us to get
some weed and up comes this police car. The cop was his friend who opened up the trunk and pulled out a
handful out of a trash bag full of buds. I was thinking, “Shit like this doesn’t happen back home.” Cops are
a skater’s enemy, not the guys you score your weed from. That same trip Alva broke the phone in my hotel
room. The owner had the cops come down to make me pay for it. I was like, “I didn’t break your lame ass
phone.” TA was laughing his ass off the whole time. I think he threatened to keep me in Mexico if I didn’t pay
for it. I really can’t remember most of our trips to places like that. They were filled with skating all day, then
drinking tequila and getting hookers. I was like 16 or 17. I remember being in this full on legal whore house
and this big fat Mexican lady was trying to get me. I was running away from her yelling, “Fuck you, fat ass,
I want your friend over there.”

As far as I’m concerned, the professional part of skating ruined it. People got too serious and lost most of
the fun it started out with. It became a joke to me. Everybody ripped me off, taking advantage of my name
at the time. By the time I started getting interviewed for mags, I was over the whole professional wannabe
thing. I saw how people’s egos were getting outta hand and I didn’t want people to think of me that way.
Skateboarder magazine, Pepsi and a whole lot of other companies wanted to make li’l dream teams outta
skateboarders, kinda like a baseball team or something, and at that time in my life I wasn’t into some lameass bastards telling me how to dress, how to act and how to skate. The hype got outta hand, and the whole
scene started to look sorta gay. So, I’m glad I took a step back and decided to only do it for fun and not be
a part of their gay parade.
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“Jay Adams is not a skateboarder. He is a surfer who applied his
approach to skateboarding, and invented a whole new style of riding.
Jay put the “surf ” in “surfskating” and it came to be called the “Z-BOY”
style. To this day, Jay remains one of the most radical and stylish riders
in skateboarding. He is the Larry Bertleman of the art.”
David Hackett — 70’S CHAMPION PROFESSIONAL SKATEBOARDER, ARTIST

GLEN E. FRIEDMAN

My friend who was with us who spoke Spanish saved me. Shit, she was squirting milk out of her tits chasing
me around. I was young enough it freaked me out pretty hard. We got to travel around the world just skating
and acting like crazy kids.
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The best part I remember about skating was when I was a kid. My stepfather would take me down to the
lumber yard. We’d pick out a piece of solid oak wood, cut it out and drill all the holes. That was the hardest
part for me ‘cus if you miss-drilled, the board wouldn’t turn right. For me that was the soul of skateboarding,
making your own board. Nowadays getting a skateboard is like ordering a Big Mac. They are all the same.
I mean there are different shapes and sizes. But nobody puts their heart into making it anymore. The last
ones that were original were the early Dogtown boards when Wes Humpston made them. He was an unreal
artist and would hand shape them. Then he’d draw an unreal drawing on the bottom.
No two were ever alike. Everybody had their own design on the bottom. But each one was different. Skating
lost that part of it. The reason for this is money. Money and greed fucks everything up. Everybody wants
a quick buck. I mean skateboards work if they are hand shaped, mass-produced, or squared off front and
back, but nobody really cares about what comes out, as long as they sell a lot.
Surfboards don’t work like that. Surfers and their shapers have a personal relationship. Each board is an
original. Skaters were like that in the beginning. I think everybody should make their own deck some day.
The only problem is after you make one you’re too proud of it to fuck it up. It’s like a new girlfriend, you’re
BRIAN REID

proud of it and you want to show it off to all your friends. I guarantee you’ll appreciate if more than any
board you got out of a skate shop. Shit, put a couple hours into making one and see how you feel about
fucking it up so quick. All of a sudden you care about what’s under your feet.
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HACKETT AND ADAMS — 100% SKATEBORDERS AND BROS FOR LIFE — HAWAII 2002
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Living here in Hawaii we don’t have a whole lot of places to skate. Well, maybe if you skate the streets. But
as far as pool or bowl riding goes, they are few and far between. I’ve been doing a lot of downhilling again. I
forgot how fun it is. They repaved this 3-mile run out here on the North Shore. Plus we got a new bike path.
All the surfer kids out here are on a longboard frenzy . The stores don’t have enough in stock. Everyday I get
asked where can I buy one of those long skateboards. So, here in Hawaii vert is real popular, but sidewalk
surfing has made a big comeback. Every kid from Brazil to Bali rides long skates down the bike path. I’m
stoked because when I was a kid I lived on my skate, I had no bike or car, everywhere I went I skated. We
knew every hill and curb from Venice to Santa Monica, and it makes me happy to see kids here doing the
same thing I did as a kid. What comes around goes around, and here in Hawaii sidewalk surfing is back.
Remember, ego is poison. No matter how good you skate you’re no better than anyone else. Don’t cheat
yourself by limiting yourself to one area. The terrain is built again. . .take advantage of it; it might not last.
I can’t even express how important being sober will benefit your life. Consider your generation lucky you
don’t have to do drugs to be cool.
I can speak from experience, DRUGS WILL TAKE YOU DOWN.

Anyway, I don’t want to sound like some lame-ass telling you what to do. Hopefully you might take advice
from somebody who’s been there and done it. with all the new concrete bowls and parks, surf style is back.
Whichever way you chose to skate, new school or old school, just remember to hold your head high. Be
proud to let everybody know you’re a skateboarder. And whatever you do, don’t start rollerblading.

JAY ADAMS | OG VENICE SURF SKATER FOR LIFE
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BRIAN REID

You might think drinking is cool, but who ever liked skating with a hangover? Liquid courage is for guys who
can’t handle it sober. Kids who are lost in a world of drug abuse, it’s never too late to turn your life around
and start living again. No matter how far gone you are, you can turn it around. I’m a living example cuz I let
heroin control my life, and now that I’m clean again, life is a whole lot better. (Believe me, I know)

I CAN’T EVEN EXPRESS HOW IMPORTANT BEING SOBER WILL
BENEFIT YOUR LIFE. CONSIDER YOUR GENERATION LUCKY YOU
DON’T HAVE TO DO DRUGS TO BE COOL.
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“Growing up surfing and skating I looked up to pros in both sports. After discovering
who Jay Adams was, I had to look no further for inspiration. Style, power, creativity
and no fear! Jay was elite at both disciplines and the most charismatic, humble, and
genuine human I have met. Thank you for paving the way for people like us!”
Cheyne Magnusson — PROFESSIONAL SURFER
34
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EARLY POOL RIDING DAYS IN SANTA MONICA, CIRCA 1975
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BRIAN REID

HAWAII 2002

“J-Boy has done and still does everything at 100%. It doesn’t matter what it is...
skating, surfing, punking...That attitude is what inspired many on this planet.”
Shogo Kubo — OG DOGTOWN Z-BOY | RIP
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BRIAN REID
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HAWAII 2002

BRIAN REID
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FACES OF JAY
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PRODUCTION SUPPORT BY

OSIRISSHOES.COM

THE ORIGINAL DESIGN AND LAYOUT TO THE ESSENTIAL JAY ADAMS BOOK WAS DONE BY DAVID HACKETT , BRIAN REID
AND AFRAN ABUTIN, WITH ASSISTANCE FROM DAVE PERSUE ROSS IN 2002. WITH JAY’S PASSING IN 2014, TONY
MAG AND DAVID HACKETT GOT TOGETHER TO DIGITALLY RESTORE THE ORIGINAL LAYOUT, WITH SOME ADDITIONAL
EDITS TO BETTER REFLECT THE LEGACY OF OUR FALLEN BROTHER AND HERO TO MILLIONS, JAY ADAMS. MAY YOU
REST IN PEACE AND SHRALP THE BEST POOLS AND WAVES THAT HEAVEN HAS TO OFFER. SEE’YA THERE BUDDY.

“Jay was a natural. He would do things that you would think incomprehensible. He would do
things that would look like they were going to be a disaster, and he would turn it into artwork.
Jeff Ho — FOUNDER, SURFER, SHAPER- ZEPHYR SURFBOARDS
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